SPOKEN IVANNIA SOTO ELLs TO WRITTEN MOVING FROM LANGUAGE WITH "FROM SPEAKING TO WRITING" Mode Continuum M o r e S p o k e n -L i k e M o r e W r i t t e n -L i k e Students need speaking experience to move through this continuum successfully to writing.
DISTRICTS HAVE A DUAL OBLIGATION TO ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS

Lesson Planning
Mode Continuum in Inquiry
¢ The standards expect that students will grow their vocabularies through a mix of conversations, direct instruction, and reading. The standards will help students determine word meanings, appreciate nuances of words, and steadily expand their repertoire of words and phrases.
SPOKEN TO WRITTEN LANGUAGE CONTINUUM
Moving from Spoken to Written Language
DOMAIN CONNECTIONS
Speaking Reading
Listening Writing 1.
There is a mode continuum between speaking and writing.
2.
Concrete experiences help make language comprehensible.
3.
ELL students make meaning by speaking.
4.
Prior knowledge helps ELLs make meaning of material that might seem too hard. Questioner: Pose at least three questions about the text -these questions could address confusing parts of the text or thoughts you wonder about.
Chapter Summary
EFFECTIVE AND LESS EFFECTIVE WRITERS
C.
Predictor: Identify at least three text-related predictions -these predictions should help the group anticipate what will happen next.
D.
Connector: Make at least three connections between the reading and your own experience, the world, or another piece of text.
RECIPROCAL TEACHING: "MOVING FROM SPEAKING TO WRITING ACROSS GENRES"
Incorporating the Frayer Model
Integration of Language With Content
The Curriculum Cycle Incorporating Think-Pair-Share
